IRT 2017 is a highly focused conference on the pulse of groundbreaking advancements in IRT technologies. This highly acclaimed meeting convenes clinical and supply chain pioneers and is dedicated to solution-oriented discussions and benchmarking for utilizing this powerful system to inform trial decision-making on a strategic and operational level.

Practical Case Studies and Interactive Discussions Addressing:

- Strategies to streamline IRT operations and ensure supply chain agility
- Utilizing IRT system metrics to drive enhanced decision-making
- Efforts to redesign the prevention of unblinding in the IRT
- Leveraging end-to-end IRT for drug accountability and returns
- The emergence of mobile apps to increase compliance and record accuracy
- Operational efficiencies in eCOA and IRT system integration
- Best practices to ensure IRT audit and inspection readiness
- Innovations in IRT platforms and functionalities to support increased study design complexity

PLUS! NEW IN 2017...

- Partnership Pavilion — Harmonize Relationships to Ensure a Successful and Streamlined Trial
- Interactive Table Breakouts and Industry Benchmarking

Who Attends?

- IRT/IWR/IVR
- Clinical Supplies
- Clinical Operations
- Clinical Systems
- Logistics
- Business Systems
- Business Strategy
- IT/IS
- Materials

Did You Know? Attendee Participation Has Grown Nearly 115% Since 2013?

More than 750 attendees
- 65% of attendees register with colleagues
- 160 expert speakers
- 22 sponsoring companies

CONFERENCE PREVIEW* LEARN MORE BY VISITING WWW.CBINET.COM/IRT

*This is preliminary conference information. Topics, agenda and speaker names are subject to change without notice.